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the challenge of uRban InfIlls is to 
offer new homeowners modern living while balancing 
streetscapes – announcing the future has arrived without 
blaring the message too loudly. It’s something claudio 
falsetto, president of Revelstoke custom homes 
& Renovations, does consistently. We take you to three 
of Claudio’s projects in neighbourhoods within Ottawa’s 
Greenbelt, where leafy, tree-lined streets are dotted with 
Mid-century modern housing.

above: In the living room, Mid-century mingles with 
contemporary, with a sophisticated fireplace next to an authentic 
Mid-century sofa. Right: Claudio Falsetto has an eye for creating 
modern homes that connect with their past.
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ElmvalE acrEs 

Two-Storey 
Renovation

The decadence is in the details, such as this 
Terrazzo tile, straight from Italy.

Claudio created flow and useable space in the kitchen. above: 
Charcoal colouring and consistent design with the neighbouring 
rooflines helps this home blend in. left: The main bathroom 
has Mid-century décor elements with modern-day luxuries, like 
heated floors.

With this home, Claudio set out to bring a sense of space 
without increasing the size of its footprint.

The goal was to “create space to be congruent rather 
than compartmentalized,” says Claudio. Walls came down 
in the living and dining rooms, as well as a half wall in the 
kitchen. The result is a highly functional, welcoming, open-
concept main floor that is the opposite of its predecessor, 
where corridors and separate spaces reigned.

The kitchen, dining and living rooms cleverly 
embrace current trends while acknowledging the home’s 
Mid-century modern roots. Contemporary cabinetry 
(deslaurier custom cabinets) with Caesarstone quartz 
countertops (emerald tile + Marble) replicate the size 
and width of Mid-century style. Stainless steel appliances 
(universal appliances) modernize the look and the 
functionality of the kitchen. The rectangular light fixture 
anchors the space in the dining room, which is offset by a 
sleek fireplace (Protech home comfort). Continued on page 56
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Herringbone f loors 
add panache to this 
utilitarian space.

Most of the hardwood floors are original, complete with the 
occasional squeak, which was an intentional part of making this 
home and the experience of living in it authentic. “A home that is 55 
or 60 years old isn’t meant to be perfect,” says Claudio. 

Upstairs, they raised the roof and made use of every available 
inch, transforming a bathroom previously snugged under a dormer. 
The décor choices provide a sense of Mid-century style as well, 
with rarely used terrazzo tile right from Italy and a black-and-white 
colour scheme with round mirrors and industrial light fixtures.

This home is also reflective of another one of Claudio’s guiding 
principles: to create homes for clients that suit their short, medium 
and long-term goals. The mechanical systems were designed around 
a potential addition and/or expansion, should the homeowner 
require more space in the future. Continued on page 58

Claudio elected to keep much of the original 
hardwood to increase a sense of Mid-century 
modern authenticity. below left: The laundry 
room and bathroom were reconfigured to suit 
lifestyle and energy efficiency requirements. 
below: Claudio aimed to create as much 
additional storage as he could, including 
cabinetry in the laundry room.
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Bungalow Renovation
This project won a 2018 Canadian Home Builders’ 
Association Award for a whole home renovation between 
$150,000 and $250,000.

 The original home wasn’t quite large enough to accommodate 
the homeowners’ growing space needs. The aim was to create 
new, highly liveable space. The bungalow had to become 
bigger, more comfortable and sensible, but not so large that the 
homeowners would need to downsize in the future.

To accomplish this, Claudio had to think inside the box and 
make the most intelligent use of the available space. He increased 
the footprint ever so slightly by rotating the vestibule and 
creating open living space. Continued on page 60

Right: This award-winning renovation features smart spaces and dreamy 
design brushed with elements of Mid-century modern. below: To retain 
some Mid-century charm, the homeowners focused on small, “extra” 
details around the island. 
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above: Light fixtures are a smart way to contemporize the 
space without influencing the décor too heavily. Right: A 
built-in desk is perfect for homework and adds dimension to 
the décor. below: A black-and-white checkered foyer hints 
at the design details that lie inside the home.

The wood top on the desk 
infuses warmth into the 
mostly white kitchen.
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Claudio supports his clients, helping 
them articulate their housing wishes. “You 
have to listen to a client,” he says. “We look 
at advantages and disadvantages of potential 
options, and then apply our knowledge 
and expertise.” 

These clients stayed true to the Mid-
century modern era when they updated their 
bungalow. They added extra detailing around 
the island in the kitchen (the cabinet 
connection), and wood countertops (The 
Cabinet Connection) on the built-in desk to 
add warmth in the black-and-white room. 

Small touches that whisper Mid-mod 
include black-and-white mosaic tiles (euro 
tile & stone) around the fireplace and 
checkered black-and-white tile (Euro Tile & 
Stone) in the foyer

above: Black-and-white detail in the fireplace 
surround creates a meaningful focal point in the 
living room. Right: Renovations increased this 
home’s style, as well as its functionality, including 
this built-in bench at the entryway. 

Continued on page 62
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custom Build

Old Ottawa East
With this custom build, the homeowners 
wanted to “create something as modern as 
possible without being cubist,” explains 
Claudio. With deference to neighbourhood 
homes and rooflines, Claudio created a 
pleasingly linear exterior (masonry, Merkley 
supply ltd.). “You need to respect homes 
and the area that you are surrounded by,” he 
says. “It’s nice to push the envelope, but the 
goal is to be able to recognize that the home is 
new, but be subtle.” 

The open-concept living, kitchen and 
dining areas have a decidedly contemporary 
feel in this historic setting, with sleek finishes, 
artwork and furniture. Continued on page 64

This modern-day kitchen has understated colours, clean 
lines and hints of Mid-century accents. above: The 
combination of masonry and wood creates just enough 
contemporary flair for this home’s exterior.
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above: Wide, tall windows bring loads of natural light, which spreads easily 
throughout the open spaces. Right: Thick treads, colour contrast and attention 
to detail create wow factor with this stunning staircase. below: This new 
home incorporates flat rooflines characteristic of Old Ottawa East’s original 
housing stock. 
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One of the most incredible features in 
this home is the unique staircase adorned 
with aviator cable, which gives new 
meaning to the concept of custom and the 
lengths that Claudio will go to personalize 
the product for his clients. The thick 
treads and plexiglass add an industrial 
element that ties the décor together.

Although all projects have unique 
style, there are common threads: The 
creative process is fully and fundamentally 
customer driven; and the design details are 
so plentiful, so thoughtful and so subtle 
that you barely notice the newness of  
these homes in contrast to the rest of their 
respective neighbourhoods.  OH

Modern minimalism is seen in the bedrooms. 
left: A custom chandelier, featuring birds 
in flight, gives new context to the soaring 
ceilings. below: While modern in design, 
the colours in the bathroom suggest Mid-
century modern. 

Aviator cables are 
what make this stylish 
staircase so unique.
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